PRESSURE SENSING SURFACE INTERACTIVE BOARD
Fingertouch PC control.
Engaging lessons with powerful
IQ Software.
Ideal board for primary schools.

T

HE IQ BoardPS uses Pressure
Sensing induction technology. When
writing or operating with your finger
(or stylus) on theprojection area, the
whiteboard surface can detectand capture
the writing and various movements by
sensing the pressure, and in turn send the
information to the PC via USB cable or
wireless bluetooth.
The PC operations are projected onto the
board so they appear in real time, thus
creating the interactive presentation. You
can control computer functions, edit existing
files or create new information - and save
the changes and the files. The IQ Software
available with the board can be used with
any of the interactive IQ hardware - or even
non-IQ interactive boards. All your
interactive tools can be coordinated with one
easy program.
IQ BoardPS is warrantied for 5 years following registration (accessories 1 year).
Direct access to software
functions by hotkeys located
at both sides of the PS Board

Using the IQ Software with IQ BoardPS
The IQ Software included with the board has a huge
range of drawing tools, enhancement tools, interactive
tools, and links seamlessly to many functions such as
video conferencing, video and audio play/record,
screen capture, lesson replay, etc.
You can move easily between Windows and Board
functions, and use great tools such as on screen
keyboard, hand writing recognition software, and many
more.
The PS Board now also has hot keys for direct buttontouch access to software functions - on both sides of
the board for easier presenting.
There is an extensive library of graphic images to
enhance your lessons and help demonstrate your
ideas. Teacher or Presenter can focus on teaching,
and use a myriad of electronic sources and teaching
aids, to make lessons more interesting and develop
student participation.
Future upgrades of the software are provided free
and are available online (www.iqboard.com.au). The
IQ software is compatible with Windows 2000 or
later, Linux or Mac 10.3 or later.
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Control the PC presentation
by fingertouch from the board.

A mobile stand is available as
an optional extra.
IQ BoardPS comes with a wall
hanging bracket as standard.
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